Noncontact In-Bed Measurements of Physiological and Behavioral Signals Using an Integrated Fabric-Sheet Sensing Scheme.
Home monitoring requires measuring the physiological and behavioral signals without impairing a subject's everyday life. This paper presents an integrated and noncontact approach for obtaining simultaneous physiological and behavioral signals of recumbent humans in beds using a home-monitoring application. In the proposed approach, a fabric-sheet unified sensing electrode (FUSE) obtains physiological signals by recording the electrocardiogram (ECG), chest and abdominal respiratory movements (RMs), and ballistocardiogram (BCG). The FUSE also detects the behavioral signals of body proximity (BPx) and lateral/supine lying postures. A prototype system with FUSE was validated in a short-term experiment and 6-h overnight measurements on two different groups composed of seven lying subjects. The results confirmed that the approach senses each signal independently and records the ECG, RMs, BCG, and BPx signals simultaneously. The mean sensitivities of the R and T waves of the ECG during sleep were 86.1% and 88.0%, respectively, whereas those of the chest and abdominal RMs were 90.7% and 90.1%, respectively. Although our prototype system has room for improvement, the results suggest that our approach enables the unconstrained, nocturnal monitoring of the physiological and behavioral signals in recumbent humans. The at-home monitoring of the physiological and behavioral signals is expected to contribute to cost-effective personalized healthcare in the future. This noncontact and easy-to-install system for in-bed measurements can facilitate a new era of home monitoring.